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About This Game

Nephise Begins tells the player what happened at the time before Nephise was an orb collector. The main setting is forest again,
but this time without snow, instead a more sunny and foggy weather. And there are more hills to climb.

It is a short and atmospheric puzzle game with narration.

The gameplay and puzzle system is similar to the original Nephise. There are animal skulls that you have to gather and then use
on tall amphoras. You will be able to toggle the visibility of the HUD which will show you which animal skull and how many

mushrooms you have gathered.

The music and atmosphere is relaxing like the original game. And the voice actor will be an elder one who will be narrating like
telling the player a story.
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Title: Nephise Begins
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Tonguç Bodur
Publisher:
Tonguç Bodur
Franchise:
Nephise
Release Date: 24 Apr, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or higher 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2GHz, AMD Athlon 64 X2 2GHz

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GT 750 Ti 2 GB or AMD RADEON HD 7850 2 GB

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

Additional Notes: This game needs all Windows updates installed.

English,German,Russian,Turkish
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nephise begins прохождение. nephise begins skull locations. nephise begins mushrooms. nephise begins gameplay. nephise
begins map. nephise begins pc. nephise begins. nephise begins pc requisitos. nephise begins review. nephise begins скачать.
nephise begins walkthrough. nephise begins steam

it was nice, sure there was a flaw.. I got stuck once, between the tree and the stones, had to restart the game. but other than that,
it was good. again, walking simulator, not exactly a puzzle, but for an achievements freak like me, this game was fun.. This is a
very short but relaxing game which tells how Nephise became an orb collector. The graphics are beautiful, as is the music. An
elderly woman narrates the game, giving instructions for the few puzzles as well as a bit of story. You can often find the game
on sale, at which point it's well worth the investment.

I would recommend loading Nephise Begins after a rough day and just wandering around the valley as a way to unwind.
Whether or not it's worth the full price would depend largely on whether you buy this as a game (no) or want it more for its
calming effect (yes).. Aimless walking sim with pleasant graphics and music but no point. At least fair about telling you uprfont
there's no saves and that it's really short. Couldn't take it after just over 10 minutes. It's just walking around looking for some
objects. The voice actor/narrator is OK, but there are framerate and audio "clicking" issues. Even for free this is a waste of your
precious time, sorry.. Certain video settings wers stuck between Medium and Epic, and the settings menu itself was so laggy that
it was unplayable.. simulator of walking, where you need to collect mushrooms and skulls.

+ in game there are problems with textures and shadows. I liked it.
Would recommend for all players that enjoy a somewhat slower experience and an enjoyable atmosphere.
Worth full askin price of 2Euros?
Hmm, this is a really small game for 2 Euros. (this goes for the other Nephise game too)
But on a sale for 1E or less, yes 100% worth it.. I liked Nephise better, there was no relevation at the end of this one that will
leave me haunted thinking about the story. Also the one statue that did rotate had no effect on the gameplay. Who makes a cabin
that is 3 stories high and now stairs. How am I supposed to get high, the musrooms are red and I am colourblind please make the
blue or yellow. Or make the forest blue or yellow. Thank you, your biggest fan, Disappointed Father.. I liked it. It's basically a
short story with a beautiful landscape and really nice sound design. It's an immersive, relaxing and soothing experience. A really
nice game for its genre, would definitely try out other games made by this developer in the future.
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Just Terrible. Don't buy it.. The game is simple and fun. It is more like when you went out in nature as a kind and said "I am
going to find the best pinecones and rocks." You essentially wander around a wooded area looking for a few items. No maps, no
compass, and very little activity in the world. I think this game would have been better if there were other forest animals around
in it. Also, the jump isn't very effective. Overall it is worth the sale price I bought it at, but nothing more.

Pros:
* Looks decent, but not amazing
* Simple fun and relaxing
* Just adventuring

Cons:
* Super short, 30 minutes
* No run (would probably make the game 20 minutes)
* Very little dialog
* Small area to explore. This game was so pretty even tho the graphic on some rocks were dirty but over all i loved it <3 btw that
creppy scream inside the cave scared the♥♥♥♥♥♥out of me. complete and utter tripe - the most sorry excuse for taking
money of gamers if there ever was one - however i am still upvoting this game because i got 3 cards from it that all sold for
£1.79 each - so i cant complain I got 3 times the money i spent on the game - but seriously Steam shouldnt even let crap like this
out - it is just a UE4 map with nice scenery with not a lot to do.. Similar to the fist. Good graphics.
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